Theorists of European integration have long conceived the post-national civic relationship to be a product of law. Solidarity beyond the borders of the nation-state was to be a practical realization of the 'integration through law' project, a set of sentiments and commitments mediated by the form and force of legal agreement. Yet, in times of instability and crisis, European law has hardly secured such solidarity-for the social and economic freedoms of Greek citizens, for example, or the rights of refugees to safely seek asylum. These cases have seen, to the contrary, a punitive use of legalism to deny solidaristic politics. They are therefore paradoxical, poignant failures in need of explanation. Indeed, they suggest a serious limitation in the way European constitutional thought has imagined the constitutive links between solidarity and postnational law.
If solidarity requires this responsiveness as a displacement of sovereign control, solidarity expresses not merely an enlarged conception of the common good. It also names a constitutional structure and a political culture in which citizens remain self-critical about the contours of that conception: its scope of enforcement, its normative meaning, and its grounds of legitimacy. Solidarity institutionalizes mutual critique as much as it does mutual support. This dynamic, reciprocal relation resists the passive ascription of nationality as a presumption that naturalizes membership and belonging for some over In light of this critique, Part IV argues that solidarity as a legal principle is more compellingly conceived as a legal framework for mutual critique and responsiveness. Because responsiveness requires attention to the manifestations of particular harms, solidarity entails a form of judgment that centers the individual litigant and the particular case in assessing the adequacy of structural relations. In its post-national form, solidarity connects questions of vertical legal responsibility (state-individual) to its horizontal (state-state) dimensions; it in fact makes assessment of the former reliant on the latter. Solidarity scrutinizes the degree to which a particular violation of rights is conditioned by a failure in the horizontal relations among Member States and the distribution of power or resources among them. Because it acknowledges that violations of individual rights are always potentially or in part the result of a collective systemic failure, solidarity as a legal principle activates judgment about shared responsibility and mutual responsiveness anew. This process is itself unpredictable and creative, driven by the exigencies of the particular claimants in the case at hand. In the field of asylum law, solidarity would thus offer a much-needed corrective to the structural imbalances of the Dublin Regulation; but I conclude the chapter with reflections on the principle's application in additional fields of EU law, as well.
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For Havel there was a connection, then, between finding an alternative to European functionalist law and recovering the meaning of one's solidarity with others. The coming Eastern enlargement for Havel would require the European Union to think more carefully about how a deeper and new array of divergent histories, socio-economic structures, and political expectations among states could be integrated in an overarching solidaristic commitment to continue living together. It would press the issue of which kinds of difference and diversity would be tolerated, which values and preferences would be accepted, and which would not. But Havel's concern was not merely to secure accommodation of Eastern and Central Europe in the already established legal space of the Union. His vision of solidarity was more subtle and reflexive; it entailed a mutual encounter. In pointing to the naturalizing insularity of 'Europeanism', Havel connected the external dimensions of recognition among states with a process of internal critique within them. Solidarity here entails reaching out but also reaching in: reflection on one's external obligations but also reflection on one's internal presumptions of identity, authority, and self-understanding. To invoke Europe's solidarity-following Havel's line of thought-is inevitably an act of self-critical imagination. It is to call to mind other possibilities, other kinds of relationships with one's own society and with others, and new responsibilities to the world.
One is here reminded of Giorgio Agamben's submission that only when 'the citizen has been able to recognize the refugee that he or she is-only in such a world is the political survival of humankind today thinkable '. 5 Agamben carries the figure of the refugee from its context in the laws of asylum to the heart of civic consciousness underpinning post-national law. In thinking through what is owed to the foreigner and the refugee, the citizen 'clears the way' for new understandings of nationality itself-and its potential for realizing solidarity anew. 6 In this chapter I take inspiration from this idea-this connection we see, with Havel and Agamben, between post-national solidarity in Europe and critical imagination-and try to understand its consequences for European law and constitutional theory. Specifically, I aim to put forward a revised conception, in light of this philosophy, of solidarity as a legal principle.
Theorists of European integration of course have long conceived the post-national civic relationship to be a product of law. Solidarity beyond the borders of the nation-state was to be a practical realization of the 'integration through law' project, a set of sentiments and commitments mediated by the form and force of legal agreement. Yet, in times of instability and crisis, European law has hardly secured such solidarity-for the social and economic freedoms of Greek citizens, for example, or the rights of refugees to safely seek asylum. These cases have seen, to the contrary, a punitive use of legalism to deny solidaristic politics. They are therefore paradoxical, poignant failures in need of explanation. Indeed, they suggest a serious limitation in the way European constitutional thought has imagined the constitutive links between solidarity and post-national law.
Solidarity as a legal principle has been given erratic and skeptical treatment in European jurisprudence, deemed an elusive and limited tool to pursue fair and mutual obligations among EU Member States and citizens. Indeed, scholars have observed that the concept has prompted complex responses from national politics, some concerned specifically that post-national solidarity carries considerable ideological residue of neoliberal market pressures as the valence of its solidaristic commitment. After more ambitious use in earlier case law, the European Court of Justice, for its part, has applied the principle reluctantly-and vaguely where it has done so. 
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The ECJ's hesitance to give solidarity clear legal effect reflects the degree to which its meaning remains both politically contested and philosophically inscrutable.
But this unsettled question of solidarity as a legal principle calls into question a key ambition of contemporary constitutional law: namely its role in social integration of a complex, pluralistic, and post-metaphysical polity. Because legality remains essential to the work of European integration in times of great diversity and instability, the relationship of solidarity to law in a post-national legal order merits greater scrutiny, perhaps revaluation.
This chapter develops theoretical steps toward such a revaluation. On my account, post-national solidarity requires a certain kind of legal recognition that reflects (a) terms of mutual dependency and mutual responsibility, and-just as importantly-(b) a dynamic responsiveness to how such responsibility evolves outside of one's control and thus requires critical re-interpretation over time. This latter responsiveness requires accepting a higher order of self-critique and challenging the subtle ways one's desire for mastery continues to set the terms for recognizing others. And while this second dimension is therefore essential to changing the manner in which sovereign political authority is exercised, it also has been the aspect of solidarity neglected by theorists of post-national and European constitutionalism. This is a salient reason, I argue, why existing understandings of solidarity have proven insufficiently attuned to the claims of excluded or marginalized others-whether fellow Member States or individuals-and have instead often reproduced unjustified hierarchies and inequalities.
If, as Havel intimates, solidarity requires this responsiveness as a displacement of sovereign control, solidarity expresses not merely an enlarged conception of the common good. It also names a constitutional structure and a political culture in which citizens remain self-critical about the contours of that conception: its scope of enforcement, its normative meaning, and its grounds of legitimacy. Solidarity institutionalizes mutual critique as much as it does mutual support. This dynamic, reciprocal relation resists the passive ascription of nationality as a presumption that naturalizes membership and belonging for some over others. It asks citizens to understand the ways they are always in the process of seeking exodus and refuge in their own political livesagain, in Agamben's phrase, to understand 'the refugees they are'. Particular interpretations or applications of solidaristic commitments in law-whether in the internal market, economic governance, or migration policyare predicated upon this broader imagined sense of how solidarity works.
This chapter aims to illuminate this symbolic structure of solidarity and its concrete expression in EU law through a comparative analysis of contemporary constitutional theory and the evolving use of mutual recognition and mutual trust in the Area of Freedom, Security, and Justice (AFSJ), particularly in the context of European asylum law and ongoing reforms to the Dublin Regulation. The limitations of solidarity in this area of law specifically-where the citizen encounters the refugee and also encounters the idea of the citizen-asrefugee-suggest critical limitations to the European Union's project of post-national constitutionalism, more generally. They pose profound questions, I believe, for how Europeans might better imagine solidarity to function through law and legal institutions-and as a principle to guide public life. Such reforms become all the more trenchant as the Treaty of Lisbon has given solidarity positive legal expression in Article 80 TFEU.
The chapter is structured as follows:
Part II elaborates the tensions of solidarity as a legal principle presently found in European law. To better conceive the relationship of solidarity to law, Part III turns to the most prominent expression of civic solidarity in contemporary European constitutional theory-the concept of 'constitutional patriotism' articulated most comprehensively in Jürgen Habermas's discourse theory of law. In elaborating the terms of constitutional 6 patriotism, I trace how it finds clearest expression in the legal architecture of mutual recognition and the principle of mutual trust in EU asylum law.
Part IV then develops a critique of constitutional patriotism's limitations and illustrates how it also applies to the principle of mutual trust-with analyses of how EU law fails at once to protect individual rights and the equality of Member States. These limitations frame ongoing litigation over whether the principle of mutual trust must underwrite the forced transfers of asylum-seekers under the Dublin Regulation-notwithstanding the practice's incompatibility with emerging standards of rights protection as interpreted by the European Court of Human Rights.
In light of this critique, Part V argues that solidarity as a legal principle is more compellingly conceived as a legal claim for mutual critique and responsiveness. Because responsiveness requires attention to the manifestations of particular harms, solidarity entails a form of judgment that centers the individual litigant and the particular case in an assessment of the adequacy of broader structural relations. This process is itself unpredictable and creative, driven by the exigencies of the case at hand. In the field of asylum law, I detail how the application of solidarity would offer a much-needed corrective to the structural imbalances of the Dublin Regulation. I conclude the chapter with reflections on the principle's application in additional fields of EU law, as well.
II. SOLIDARITY AS AN ELUSIVE CONCEPT IN EU LAW
Since Robert Schuman's declaration that Europe shall be built through concrete achievements of ' 7 toward a European common good. 13 Von Bogdandy emphasizes that this evolving design of the treaty's solidarity provisions affirms the EU as more than an intergovernmental agreement among States yet still distinct from a federal polity. 14 Nevertheless, the present and ongoing ways European law has asserted responsibilities of solidarity are difficult; their interactions are complex and often counterproductive in their attempt to redefine insular prerogatives of national sovereignty. Indeed, as it exerts specific pressures on the nature of national obligations, the meaning of solidarity remains controversial.
Beyond its status as a broad structuring principle of EU constitutional law, theorists have attempted to clarify how dimensions of post-national solidarity result from the normative and practical requirements of European freedoms of movement and the EU's multi-level system of governance. Floris DeWitte, for example, has described the market, communitarian, and aspirational solidarities that oblige EU states to open certain kinds of social resources (unemployment insurance, welfare benefits, healthcare, primary and secondary education, etc.) at various levels of governance to non-nationals depending on the nature and degree of their associational ties in the host state polity. 15 The intent is as much to establish non-discriminatory criteria for access as to preserve the general stability and coherence of national redistributive systems. Similarly, Rainer Bauböck has disaggregated TH Marshall's original trichotomy of citizenship 16 by space, time, and structure befitting the correspondingly disaggregated sovereignties above and below the nation in today's complex post-national regimes. 17 Both theories rearrange solidaristic obligations by recasting relations of social belonging in terms of duration in time and proximity in space.
While there is much to recommend about these visions of differentiated commitments, there remain salient gaps in this manner of resolving the issue of post-national solidarity. Neither Bauböck nor DeWitte sufficiently addresses how these disparate levels of solidarity are meant to relate to one another-not whether they are compatible at any point in time, but more importantly how they mutually affect one another over the course of time. In this regard, Alexander Somek is less sanguine. He has warned that such a model acts upon national solidarity, 'altering its meaning'. 18 Drawing on Tocqueville, Somek laments this distortion as an overriding ideological pressure of 'individualism': 'the political worldview of neoliberalism' that reduces questions of public provision to financial viability, efficiency, and flexibility. 19 30 And in NS and ME, a case I will discuss in greater detail below, the Court accepted limits on the mandatory transfers of asylum-seekers under the Dublin Regulation while referencing solidarity merely in passing. 31 Some of the troubles here arise, no doubt, from difficult conceptual tensions among Enlightenment and counter-Enlightenment views on the relevant terms and bounds of solidarity.
32 But salient to the question of legal solidarity is another dimension of these crises: the disciplinary, often punitive use of legality itself. These responses disappoint, in part, because they employ the law foremost as a system of social management, absent positive reflection on the common good and judgments about what it might demand. Legal intervention is here conceived as reactive and constraining: a means to compensate for systemic deficiency but without accompanying normative resources to critically examine the background presumptions on which present sovereign interests rest. As with Somek's individualism, European law's underlying metric of judgment for solidarity remains tied not to a polity's normative commitments and sensitivity to the needs around them but to an individual's capacity to choose and to the legal system's capacity to efficiently manage that choice. This signals an ideological elision of historical, structural perspectives, 33 and an overbearing tendency to consider law from the mindset of what Judith Shklar famously critiqued as 'legalism': the 'ethical attitude that holds moral conduct to be a matter of rule following, and moral relationships to consist of duties and rights determined by rules'. 34 In this way, European law remains caught in the functionalist teleology of systems integration, even as its inadequacy to the deeper demands of solidarity is laid bare.
Somek's critique does not itself offer a response to this problem. But it does helpfully encourage a more dynamic and diachronic attentiveness to how public perception of solidarity may be altered (and degraded) by certain attempts to realize post-national legal principles. He draws attention to how such realizations might in fact threaten to unravel the very notion of law as a source not just of coordinated action but of normative social integration. And Somek's work is therefore a call to consider more carefully how post-national law might yet avoid this compromising entanglement with neoliberal individualism and a too shallow conception of systemsthinking. If, as Hauke Brunkhorst writes, '[s]olidarity dialectically combines opposites, contradictions, and differences' and therefore might serve as a 'bridge between the different modes of social and systemic The enduringly elusive nature of solidarity-even in times of crisis-reflects a need to scrutinize and perhaps revaluate the imagined theoretical grounds of legal solidarity at once in European Union law and in European constitutional theory. I therefore aim to use theory to make sense of legal developments and, in turn, to use legal developments to make sense of theoretical claims-and hopefully to offer new ways to think about each. I turn my analysis to mutual trust, in particular, because it reflects perhaps most directly the structural ambition to see legal ties as the basis for solidarity, and because, too, it reflects the lasting, path-dependent legacies of European market integration.
Mutual trust transposes concepts and symbolic understandings from the EU's internal market-oriented policies to its ambition to create a space of other kinds of freedom and security, as well, and-perhaps most of all-to its relations with those who come to claim protection at its borders. Whether this transposition is successful and what it reveals about the ongoing struggles for solidarity through law are the subjects of the remaining sections.
III. MUTUAL TRUST THROUGH THE LENS OF CONSTITUTIONAL PATRIOTISM: SOLIDARITY AND ITS PRECONDITIONS
As Brunkhorst has elaborated in his treatment of the idea, civic solidarity demands (a) a fully politicized conception of the people again 'in purely legal terms as the totality of those subject to law'; 37 (b) a clear connection to the universalizing logic of human rights; 38 and (c) an emphasis on the inclusion of these affected legal subjects in the process of legislation, that is, in a human right to democracy with a 'strict identity of the ruling and the ruled'. 39 This account privileges an account of legal order as the medium in which solidarity is to take shape, even absent a post-national demos with thicker social ties to underwrite citizens' participation. Here, a global legal community (globale Rechtsgenossenschaft) creates a legal ethos and commitments to the effective protection of rights as conditions in which reciprocal responsibilities can be formulated and realized.
Brunkhorst is here indebted to a Habermasian discourse theory of law and, specifically, to Habermas's understanding of 'constitutional patriotism' as a way to ground national identity in universalistic civic ties through the binding nature of the rule of law. Insofar as solidarity is mediated by attachment to constitutional principle, it always potentially extends to new citizens, territories, and forms of recognition. 
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The development of constitutional patriotism spans Habermas's early writings on post-war German political identity to his contemporary efforts to ground a European political culture beyond the nation-state. 40 Habermas recognises that a legal system of rights protection 'must be enduringly linked with the motivations and convictions of the citizens, for without such a motivational anchoring they could not become the driving force behind the dynamically conceived project of producing an association of [free and equal] individuals'. 41 Yet,
Habermas has also made it clear that any theories that derive such anchoring from the 'ambivalent bonding force of archaic institutions' are wedded to the now utterly discredited 'metasocial guarantees of the sacred'.
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Therefore, it is constitutional patriotism-as the form of motivational affect directed towards constitutional principles themselves-that serves to supersede the particularist tendencies of pre-political ethnic-nationalist recognition, attaching instead (ultimately) to universalist rights and norms embedded in constitutional law.
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Constitutional patriotism hopes to offer a procedural basis for social cohesion and identity-formation within a post-metaphysical, pluralistic polity.
On this reading, solidarity is one of 'the results or the "product" of constitutional patriotism': in Habermas's definition, 'an abstract, legally mediated solidarity between strangers'. 44 It is tied to the success and vitality of reasoning among citizens in the public sphere, secured by the co-original implication of private and public autonomy, by both liberal and republican participatory rights. 45 Over time, this relationship of mutual and reciprocal participation assumes among citizens the structure of a shared constitutional project that exceeds the boundaries of national states and parochial political communities.
The premise is that constitutional patriotism can link together national communities without requiring or presuming an already formed and fully consolidated transnational demos, one that would make the ongoing work and negotiation of the terms of solidarity superfluous. Post-national solidarity refers to a kind of process that sits precisely at the point of this negotiation. So, too, with the EU's principle of mutual trust.
In European law, the principle of mutual trust has been a foundation for the expansion of European community from the early judgments protecting the nascent common market. In the well-known judgment in Cassis de Dijon, the European Court of Justice obliged Member States to 'trust' the legal practice of fellow states with regard to the lawful production and marketing of goods such that domestic protectionist measures would be unnecessary and thereby justifiably prohibited under the European treaties. 46 itself when we decipher, in discourse-theoretical terms, the motif of self-legislation according to which the addressees of law are simultaneously the authors of their rights. The substance of human rights then resides in the formal conditions for the legal institutionalization of those discursive processes of opinion-and will-formation in which the sovereignty of the people assumes a binding character'. While in the first decades such principles meant primarily to protect the free movement of goods and services, the principle of mutual trust soon became vital for the cooperation of European states in matters of criminal law and, ultimately most germane for our purposes, immigration law, as well. Indeed, as the powers of the EU expanded in the 'area of freedom, security and justice' (AFSJ), mutual trust became a key mechanism for judicial cooperation reflected in the Tampere Conclusions of 1999 and later in the Stockholm Programme of 2009 concerning citizenship, security, asylum, and immigration policy. 48 Mutual trust under the AFSJ, even more so than the mutual recognition of goods and services, creates a political and institutional space that approximates a post-national legal community, structured by the rule of law and the mutual affirmation of legal decisions taken elsewhere. While mutual recognition of goods and services enables cross-border flows and thus protects the rights of individuals in their private spheres, cooperation under the AFSJ entails giving mutual effect to judicial decisions. It affirms actions taken by representatives of a fellow Member State-whether decisions on claims to asylum or arrest warrants or other criminal sanctions-and thus by extension also affirms the opinions and decisions taken by that state's citizens. 49 The state 'not only recognizes a law as being equivalent but recognizes the judicial act in its interpretation of all relevant provisions in a given case'. 50 That decisions impacting individual liberty and fundamental rights can be enforced, and not merely that the 'fruits' of other legal orders can be accepted, confirms the systemic legitimacy of those decisions in light of an implicitly shared set of procedural and substantive principles. 51 Citizens of the 'trusting' state thus implicitly affirm the normative status of another' decisions as their own. And, conversely, the state that means to be 'trusted' evokes solidarity under the expectation that its own system of law can be affirmed by another as legitimate.
Mutual trust in this sense expresses the form of commitment we find in Habermasian constitutional patriotism. One's allegiance across borders tracks the sound legal principles of fellow Member States. While different legal systems might indeed realize such principles in distinct ways, the affirmation of common, universalizing principles is enough to engender a binding and reciprocal relationship.
Like constitutional patriotism, mutual trust entails a necessary presupposition: a commitment to trust another's interpretation of principle as legitimate and enforceable without mandating that one explicitly share in that particular interpretation. Normativity is here affirmed formally without being recreated substantively in the individual case. Trust is secured in the first instance by reference to shared legality alone. It is thereby a principle of agreement and of forbearance at once. Kalypso Nicolaidis for this reason describes mutual trust as a 'horizontal transfer of sovereignty', striking a negotiated balance that on the one hand 'respect[s] sovereignty' by not requiring the complete harmonization of law and the centralization of authority and, on the other, 'radically reconfigure[s] it' by delinking the exercise of sovereign power from its territorial anchor'.
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Here, solidarity is a product of the relationship established by this transfer of sovereignty. But this solidarity rests on an unsteady ground. For there exists a well-known tension between the principle of (a presumed) mutual trust and the underlying prerequisite for that trust that comes from a certain level of explicit 13 harmonization in the practices of Member States. 53 Can there be trust, in other words, without harmonization?
The shared commitment in mutual trust is predicated precisely on forgoing development of the same rules and standards across jurisdictions, thereby allowing national political and legal cultures a degree of freedom. As long as such national instantiations sufficiently reflect the same systemic principles, the broader integrity of the legal system is trusted. But the cooperative execution of another's laws nevertheless suggests the need for some minimum level of harmonization and some form of agreement reflected in the particular practices of states. Mutual trust seems to require some underlying institutional 'management' of its terms that exceed the simple conformity found in formal principles of recognition.
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The solidarity implied and created by mutual trust in this regard represents a post-national legal principle-not merely a formal arrangement but a dynamic of interaction, a form of governance that requires judgment about its own scope and limits. 55 If solidarity here means a commitment to protect the capacity and agency of others, can we do so, for those with whom we disagree, whose agency might undermine our own, and might therefore always undermine the efficacy of our own principles as we have conceived them? Remember that constitutional patriotism aims precisely to supersede the particularist tendencies of pre-political recognition, attaching instead to the universalist norms of constitutional law. Thus the question here is not merely how to prevent mutual trust from violating one's own principles but instead something deeper: on what ground are we to say such a violation is in fact illegitimate? With reference to whom, sensitive to whose concerns, and in what measure?
In posing the question this way, the principle of solidarity aims to make this tension in mutual trust productive. Assessments of mutual trust might in some instances create pressures toward explicit harmonization of laws but more broadly might, in the long-term, promote 'judicial communication, mutual learning, and ultimately also approximation and trust'. 56 Solidarity here acquires a dynamic insofar as it depends on the adjudication and enforcement of each particular case-with the understanding that each case attests to the broader systemic legitimacy of another's rule of law and, in turn, bears in some way on the interpretation of one's own legal commitments in the home jurisdiction. Each case occasions self-introspection, self-criticism, an understanding of another's interests and how they might fit into one's own, their impact in particular cases, and whether and why these abide by one's principles. Over time, in other words, this process comes closer to forming a basis for a post-national constitutional project that might creatively expand the normative self-understandings of a common political community.
Constitutional patriotism imagines precisely this kind of 'transformative conception of living together'. 57 It implies a shift in the understanding of political identity from the 'unreflective' identification with particular national traditions to 'dynamic and complex processes of identity-formation'. 58 'What matters', Jan-Werner
Müller writes, 'is a kind of critical, highly self-conscious back-and-forth between actually existing traditions and institutions, on the one hand, and the best universal norms and ideas that can be worked out, on the other'.
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Constitutional patriotism is a 'collective learning process', in which 'citizens see their constitutional culture as always open and incomplete'. 60 Citizens attend, in other words, to the 'refugees they are'-renegotiating the bounds and meanings of the political communities in which they seek to belong ever more fully. Implicit but central to the preservation of post-national solidarity under constitutional patriotism is the idea that there is a 'life of the law'. Habermas, in elegant and powerful prose, embraces this spirit: '[T]he constitutional state does not represent a finished structure but a delicate and sensitive-above all fallible and revisable-enterprise, whose purpose it to realize rights anew in changing circumstances, that is, to interpret the system of rights better, to institutionalize it more appropriately, and to draw out its contents more radically'. 61 Similarly, Nicolaidis writes that the way mutual trust is managed means it must also create 'critical safeguards' that make it 'progressive and flexible over time '. 62 This is perhaps the crucial hope of constitutional patriotism in the post-national context. If constitutional law can indeed be considered open in this fundamental sense, then competing polities might meaningfully intertwine their constitutional claims so as to support the kind of cross-border solidaristic commitments needed today.
However, much hinges on how such processes of open-ended identity-formation go forward, and more must be said about how democratic institutions and constitutional law might reflect them. And given the inadequacies of solidarity we find in Europe's contemporary crisis, there is a misgiving that such normative hopes remain in crucial respects compromised by internal contradictions buried beneath their surface. The question remains whether the specific terms of Habermas's hope for a 'dynamic constitutionalism' 63 -as we see them reflected when the principle of mutual trust is put into practice-succeed in fully preserving this life of the law beyond the nation-state; and whether constitutional patriotism can indeed underwrite the kinds of political orientations, relationships, and subjectivities imagined by post-national solidarity.
IV. THE DILEMMAS OF SOLIDARITY: THE DUBLIN REGULATION, FORMAL RECOGNITION, AND THE NECESSITY OF CRITIQUE
A key tension that structures both constitutional patriotism and mutual trust is this relation between universal norms in constitutional law and the particular ways they are interpreted, contextualized, and embedded in constitutional practice. The tension arises because it remains clear-either in the ambitions of mutual trust or in Habermas's theory-whether the real attachment capable of sustaining trust is to the principles or to particular character of the social worlds that give principles their specific meanings. The nature and post-national possibilities of solidarity-precisely as the product of this attachment-thus very much depend on the objects of attachment we have in mind. Habermas writes in a crucial, but ambiguous passage that '[s]olidarity … arises out of law only indirectly, of course: by stabilizing behavioral expectations, law simultaneously secures symmetrical relationships of reciprocal recognition between abstract bearers of individual rights'. 64 Such stabilization involves not merely abstract rights as elements of a democratic procedural consensus but also an understanding of the meaning of these rights as citizens live and invoke them in political practice. It thereby remains somehow related, if not entirely wedded, to certain communitarian dimensions of political life.
Indeed, after early criticism that he offered resources for too thin a political bond, Habermas modulated the relationship he envisioned constitutional patriotism could establish between universal principles of communicative rationality and a particular political-cultural tradition. No longer presuming a direct attachment to universal principles simpliciter, constitutional patriotism in this new light signified a more particularized and historicized attachment: to 'the political order and the principles of the [German] Basic Law'. 65 While 67 The principles in positive law must be given, Habermas admits, a definite shape. He writes: 'The identity of a person, of a group, of a nation, or of a region is always something concrete, something particular'; it cannot 'consist merely in general moral orientations and characteristics, which are shared by all alike' but must instead present an 'image' to oneself and others. 68 To suture commitment to legal procedures, Habermas invokes a specified image of a people that is (at least for a time) unified, bounded, and fixed. 69 The object of attachment, the means by which citizens feel bound and committed to the law and to one another, is this stabilization of expectations in light of a political culture of law that is historically and culturally specific.
Now, just as with the notion of mutual trust, if constitutional patriotism is to remain a source of solidarity that does not foreclose the universalizing character of law, this relationship to political culture must have rather distinct characteristics. While Habermas rules out the particularity of an ethnic or linguistic-cultural grounding for political commitment, a different sort of particularism does indeed underwrite the embrace of constitutional principles. normatively valid or socially meaningful. This risks, again, conceiving of political commitment too 'thinly'. Second, if we accept some kind of interrelationship between the thematization of political issues and their exploration in the broader cultural lifeworld, then the difference between the two scenarios Habermas identifies seems, in fact, to be quite minimal. As long as national cultural traditions remain 'branched' in this way, then it seems likely that the vocabularies and languages used in the public sphere will be 'culturally isolated' in the same manner, thus reducing the second scenario to the first. These points are highly abstract, but return for a moment to the context of mutual trust. If a 'shared political culture' must mean that the terms of mutual trust reflect an underlying consensus that such terms sufficiently accommodate the particular interpretations of law that are to be mutually affirmed, how can we distinguish this from an explicitly agreed convergence of mutually applicable standards? If mutual trust in fact becomes the latter, is the relationship still one of solidarity? Or does it instead become one of rule-following in a manner that opens or 'modulates' national sovereignty much less creatively or transformatively from the perspective of postnationality? Is it still the site of the kind of mutual learning post-national solidarity meant to engage as a balance of agreement and forbearance? And, conversely, if a 'shared political culture' means that mutual trust does indeed remain highly formal and thin, then in what sense can mutual trust entail a solidarity that triggers critical inquiry into particular national practices-practices which can always mask power differentials that exclude without justification? Does it in this latter case simply become what Nicolaidis criticizes as mere isolated, 'blind' trust? 74 And if 'shared political culture' of mutual trust reduces to either of these two scenarios,
can it still sustain the kind of emancipatory mutual learning and 'dynamic constitutionalism' as imagined?
There are thus two currents circulating beneath Habermas's post-national constitutional project, and they flow against one another. Habermas certainly wishes for a kind of political culture that nests the particular historical experiences of nations in a certain manner within the universality of democratic principles. But in the examples and elaborations Habermas has offered, the idea of a 'shared political culture' masks key contradictions as a substrate of post-national attachment. While Habermas is careful, on the one hand, to avoid making a national political culture too particular (embedded too firmly in cultural social groupings), he perceives the particularisms of national constitutions and their historical interpretations of rights 'more benignly', as Robert Post and Reva Siegel put it. 75 While the former threaten universal democratic principles and thereby require uncoupling, the latter comfortably give them concrete meaning without compromising their emancipatory orientation 'one iota'. 76 This seems to be the ambit, too, of constitutionalizing mutual trust in EU law. But-as we shall see with the example of the Dublin Regulation-the fear that such tension does in fact compromise the emancipatory orientation is significant, indeed.
Recall that the Dublin Regulation allocates responsibility among Member States for the processing of requests to asylum according to several criteria: alongside family unity, state issuing a legal residence or visa, and place of application, the most salient criterion in times when there is a mass movement of refugees is the first country of irregular entry. These criteria are significant, moreover, as the Dublin system permits the transfer of asylum seekers to another Member State if this state is found in fact to be responsible. Allocation criteria and the capacity to transfer support Dublin's two main purposes-as affirmed in its 2013 recast (Dublin III): (1) to ensure protection to those seeking asylum, and (2) to deter 'forum shopping' and multiple applications and thereby improve the efficiency of processing and reduce costs to Member States. 77 When Member States made such transfers in the past, they relied on the principle of mutual trust and presumed adequate fundamental rights protections for asylum seekers in the receiving state. Recent European case law has interrupted this process, ruling that mutual trust may be presumed but must be rebuttable, and thus more sensitive to the factual respect of fundamental rights in receiving jurisdictions. The ways such rulings navigate the tensions of mutual trust are instructive for our understanding of post-national solidarity.
In the context of the Dublin Regulation, the principle of mutual trust refers to the assessment that all EU Member States are safe countries for the reception of claims to asylum. This determination is expressed in the Regulation itself, referencing Member State participation in the 1951 Convention relating to the Status of Refugees and the 'Common European Asylum System'; and has since been further codified in successive European directives on rules of reception and asylum procedures; and is further reflected in the accession of all EU states to the European Convention on Human Rights and the non-refoulement principle interpreted in its Article 3. 78 Prior to the latest round of litigation and its recent Recast, the Dublin II system imposed no obligation on Member States where applications are lodged to refrain from transfer according to Dublin criteria and assume responsibility themselves. 79 Solidarity among Member States was presumed the adequacy of one another's legal norms. And in order to constrain duplicate applications, Member States thus committed to affirming one another's asylum decisions: 'rejected in one country, rejected everywhere'. 80 But this accession to shared constitutional principles has in practice belied serious deficiencies in European asylum procedures. It obscured enduring and profound differences in the national interpretation and implementation of the above human rights agreements-with essential disparities in procedural guarantees, repletion conditions, and integration capacities of Member States. And this presumption of trust based upon adequate formal standards has consistently been dispelled by critical reports of systemic failures in the asylum systems of European states at the geographic periphery of the Union. 81 Mutual trust here becomes a veneer beneath which rights protections can be hidden and tolerated-and thus certain solidarity among Member States becomes a means to deny solidarity to those who seek asylum in Europe. Yet further still, at the same time, formal solidarity of coooperation under mutual trust sanctions blindness to structural imbalances and unfairness in the allocation of responsibility among States. The 'first country of irregular entry' rule, in particular, shifts responsibility rather than seeks to equitably share it.
The flawed relation of mutual trust to solidarity reveals an intrinsic instability and a gap in the Habermasian reliance on a shared legal culture as an adequate ground for post-national solidaristic relations. It again pays too little attention to how differences in implementation at the national level in fact reveal the imbalance of the presumed underlying consensus on the limits of recognition.
Habermas in his constitutional theory has responded to this gap by emphasizing the dynamic structure of agreement in legal procedures. Specifically, he appeals to the 'all affected interests' democratic principle of legitimacy: the foundational dictum that a polity must 'not exclude anyone who is affected by the possible coercive measures of the legal community from the community of equal citizens'. 82 The democratic principle thereby combines a compositional standard of inclusion with a basic procedural mechanism for guiding political participation. It is at once a counter-factual ideal for assessing the legitimacy of laws and political decisions but also a deliberative model for how public institutions ought function. 83 The question is whether this procedural view is an adequate way to conceive post-national solidaristic legality and politics.
In their response to the inadequacies of the Dublin system, European courts have relied precisely on this approach scrutinizing mutual trust as in fact a hindrance to the effective protection of human rights. In the landmark 2011 case MSS v Belgium and Greece, the European Court of Human Rights denied the presumption of trust as pertaining to the satisfactory treatment of asylum seekers in Greece. It thereby ruled that Belgium's transfer of an Afghan asylum seeker to Greece under the Dublin Regulation violated the European Convention's protections against inhumane and degrading treatment. 84 The Court concluded that merely 'the existence of domestic laws and accession to international treaties guaranteeing respect for fundamental rights in principle are not in themselves sufficient to ensure adequate protection'.
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The European Court of Justice that same year similarly affirmed that a Member State's discretion to refuse a transfer under the Dublin system in fact becomes an obligation in cases where rights of the applicant under Article 4 of the EU Charter of Fundamental Rights are in question and when 'they cannot be unaware that systemic deficiencies in the asylum procedure' in the receiving state. 86 Like the ECtHR, the CJEU emphasized that 'the presumption underlying the Dublin mechanism, … that asylum seekers will be treated in a way which complies with fundamental rights, must be regarded as rebuttable', specifically notwithstanding the fact that the 'Common European Asylum System is based on the full and inclusive application of the Geneva Convention and the guarantee that nobody will be sent back to a place where they again risk being persecuted'.
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There is of course more to these complex rulings. But important for our understanding of how responsibility is conceived is how they reject the view that mutual trust is merely a procedural matter of accession to the correct conventions with sound legal principles. In effect, the rulings require that Member States not defer to the veneer of a shared legal culture but instead scrutinize how adequately formal procedures are in fact realized by fellow States in practice. 88 In MSS, the Belgian government argued that the asylum seeker had 'failed to voice his fears' concerning a transfer to Greece. 89 The Court rejected this argument. Rather, it emphasized that the applicant could not be 'expected to bear the entire burden of proof' and that Belgium would itself need to 'verify how the Greek authorities applied their legislation on asylum'. Dispositive was the idea that the state must share responsibility for ensuring that an applicant's rights were in fact protected. And Belgium could not escape its responsibilities behind a conclusive presumption; it was required to take responsibility for its own coercive measures-its own involvement in putting asylum seekers in harm's way-as Habermas's principle of democracy suggests. The dynamic account of solidarity here tracks this new assessment.
How are we, in the end, to read these cases? In one respect, they of course secured a higher level of rights protection for those seeking asylum in the procedures of the Dublin Regulation. Following the MSS ruling, most EU Member States suspended their transfers to Greece. Following the decision in NS/ME, that halt because near-universal, and the prohibition on transfers to states with 'systemically deficient' asylum protections was incorporated into the Dublin Regulation's recast, Dublin III.
And, yet, in another respect, the responsibility for a state's coercive measures-and thus solidarity with the asylum seeker and fellow Member State alike-remained essentially vague. While Dublin III reflected the CJEU's language, it failed to provide further administrative or legal guidance on the meaning of 'systemic deficiencies' that require a prohibition of transfer. Substantially divergent interpretations among Member States of what 'systemic deficiencies' entails have meant that states have hesitated to apply the prohibition to other cases that nevertheless bear similarity to Greece-including inadequate processing and reception capacity in Italy or Bulgaria. 91 In effect, the dilemma for solidarity of a presumed shared political commitment here resurfaces. Dublin's recast erected a new conclusive legal presumption-a new shared legal culture, in Habermas's terms-that served to forestall critique of state practice and instead to entrench state prerogatives anew.
Is it enough, therefore, merely to track coercion-and to include those affected by that coercion in determinations of responsibility? What if the invocation of coercion depends, in fact, on a prior understanding of what coercion means, over which those who are to be included cannot have a say? This is the criticism made by Paulina Ochoa of Habermas's understanding of dynamic constitutionalism. The 'all affected interests principle', Ochoa writes, could indeed be a principle for democratic inclusion, but only when 'individuals living on either side [of the boundary] could agree on an analysis and interpretation of the meaning of "having one's interests affected by a decision"'. 92 In cases where such an agreement is not available prior to the decision for inclusion-as is the case with constitutionalism beyond the nation-state-reliance on the principle catches in a vicious circle. To deploy the 'all affected interests principle' means already to have made a preceding judgment about the nature and scope of the decision such that those affected individuals could be included in the decision-making process; however, these same individuals could not have themselves been involved in making this prior determination. The exercise would thus become one of 'constitutional paternalism,' as Ochoa terms it, where the appeal for inclusion is made by a group already established in power who cannot help but treat others unequally as they were not included in defining the terms of the very principles for their inclusion. 
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The problem with relying on principled inclusion is that it risks a deceptive kind of formalism. Legality-from which solidarity was meant to emerge-instead reduces to a formulaic 'rule' that obscures (and thereby insulates from scrutiny) the background presumptions and relations upon which it is predicated. Law becomes a disciplinary, not a critical, force. This betrays what Patchen Markel has critiqued as an 'orientation toward mastery' that in fact is left unaltered, un-modulated by the principle of solidarity. 94 This form of legalism suppresses precisely what solidarity aims to redress: the 'experience of vulnerability, to the fact that our identities are shaped in part through the unpredictable responses of other people'. 95 The push of legality here demands that 'others recognize us as who we already really are'. 96 It thereby preserves the 'basic aspiration behind [sovereign] agency: the aspiration to be able to act independently, without experiencing life among others as a source of vulnerability, or as a site of possible alienation or self-loss'.
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This critique is important to bear in mind. If the prohibition on transfer in these circumstances is often viewed as an important first step, it nevertheless represents a rather passive and limited understanding of what solidarity demands. Consider here how, in requiring a refusal of transfer, Dublin III also sanctioned a kind of withdrawal, where responsibility of Member States to the rights of asylum seekers was understood in isolation, despite the systemic entanglement of states and their (mutually implicated) factual capacities to respond to asylum claims. Relying on Dublin's 'sovereignty clause', the basis for this 'corrective' solidarity emphasizes a state's discretion to act on its own. It thus implicitly, though decisively, affirms a solipsistic ideological conceit privileging a national frame for responsibility under European refugee law.
This national frame can bear ambiguous results from the perspective of rights protection-some to heighten protection and others to reduce it. Earlier in the history of the AFSJ, for example, states in certain circumstances refused to recognize the asylum jurisdiction of fellow Member States-on the basis not of a new prospective legal agreement of humanitarian standards-but instead on account of their own criteria of refugee status and protection defined under national law. This was the approach of the UK Court of Appeals in 1999 when it denied transfer by the Home Office of asylum seekers to French and German jurisdiction on grounds that the latter's more restrictive policies failed to offer asylum, unlike the United Kingdom, on grounds of persecution by agents other than the state. 98 But this same national frame also bears fruit, as it did after NS/ME, in the discretionary reluctance to apply the 'systemic deficiencies' test to other states undergoing difficulties of adequately protecting refugee rights-and thus to keep 'trusting' their deficient asylum laws.
In either case, there nonetheless remains an elision of transformative post-national solidarity, as the national state exercises extensive power by continuing to 'draw upon a history of relatively stabilized relations of recognition'. 99 These relations enable the national state to 'set the terms of exchanges of recognition, creating incentives for people to frame their claims about justice in ways that abet rather than undermine the project of state sovereignty'. 100 Under the auspices of mutual trust, European states have long able to avoid confronting the ways individual national legal cultures and particular practices had been permitted to develop-and the ways these developments have affected one another. With regard to the Dublin Regulation's structure and its rule on the 'first country of entry', in particular, this permitted core states to ignore increased pressures on the national legal systems of states on the periphery, all the while continuing to formally abide by their rights 
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obligations. More deeply still-as NS/ME and the Dublin III reform demonstrates-some states were thereafter permitted, even in the guise of rebalancing the principle of mutual trust, to continue to 'set the terms' of equality and participation in decision-making about where claims to asylum are to be processed for otherswhether peripheral states or asylum seekers themselves.
While formal inclusion in new discursive practices (even new framework agreements for more equitable allocation of responsibility) certainly may produce substantial recognition of previously ignored persons or claims, it would thereby be too hasty to conclude that this secures a robust grounding for post-national solidarity. Indeed, the opposite may very well be the case: progress toward inclusion might instead continue to privilege -in ways remaining hidden and unaddressed-assumptions about the nature of national prerogative (an ideology that captures the underlying desires for control) in a manner that in fact inhibits solidaristic affirmation of others.
The relation between mutual trust as a dynamic balance of agreement and forbearance here becomes troublingly confused. It sheds its capacity to tender relations of mutual learning and mutual examination as a transformative 'transfer' of sovereignty from which post-national solidarity emerges. If the first case suggests a concern that state power might 'collude' 101 to lower rights protection, as the UK Home Office had attempted, Dublin III's indeterminacy in the second case poses the opposite problem: precisely the absence of state coordination to identify foreseeable violations of rights.
Both cases purport to resolve the tension between mutual trust and fundamental rights by in fact deepening the tension between mutual trust and the dynamic production of solidarity through law. This drives a wedge between accounts of what states owe to refugees and what they owe to one another. Recall that in NS/ME, the Court declined to develop an interpretation of solidarity as a legal principle. This oversight now comes hardly as a surprise, given the Court's reliance on national discretion to resolve the case. In its formalistic understanding of how rights would now have to be protected-in the creation of a new rule, it failed to scrutinize the particular systemic imbalances among states that would continue to dictate that rule's interpretation and enforcement and that would themselves remain unchallenged by that rule.
Occluded is scrutiny of what is in fact a constitutive relationship between fundamental rights protection and the fairness with which systemic responsibilities are distributed under Dublin among Member States. While rulings like MSS and NS/ME are of course meant to ease pressure on peripheral states, they do so obliquely: that is, without directly elaborating how mutual trust as the basis of solidaristic relations is predicated not just on fundamental rights protection but on the system's fair distribution of competencies and capacities, as well. This elision masks the true nature of the underlying deficit of solidarity-and thus inhibits deeper introspection into the causes for why differing and inadequate standards of reception and detention continue to exist among European states. More to the point, they disfavor introspection about the role distributive injustice might play in the preservation of such differences. And they thus fail to make crucial connections between failures of protection in individual cases with broader structural failure in solidaristic relations between states. Missing, therefore, is a coordination of a specific kind: not the collusion of national state power but a framework for mutual critique-one not reducible to the creation of new formal criteria for trusting or suspending trust.
The principle of mutual trust as we find it today continues to risk violating the fundamental rights of individuals-and not just their safety and security before refoulement or ill-treatment. It also risks violating the very status of those rights as discrete claims to which one must respond and remain responsive. The system of mutual trust risks projecting, before the fact, certain interpretations of what any claim to protection already 22 means in the context of the Dublin system. Thus a key violation also occurs in the very presumptive framing of the right that is meant to be secured-distributed and parceled as it is among Member States in the difficult ways I have been describing.
This concern reflects something rather poignant about the interconnection between the fates of national democratic states and of those seeking asylum at their shores. Does not an analogous trap, then, confront a Member State within the structure of mutual trust as does the refugee in the procedures of her reception: a form of conditional trust or conditional 'hospitality' that a priori structures the encounter in favour of those with discretion? As Jacques Derrida memorably argued, the stranger 'must ask for hospitality in a language which by definition is not his own, the one imposed on him by the master of the house, the host, the king, the lord, the authorities'. 102 And here, the choice of the refugee to select the conditions under which she is to be admitted and to live-as much as the choice of the peripheral state to similarly select on its own the structural context in which Dublin's rules are applied-is constrained. Without presuming to equate the gravity of these constraints, they nevertheless indicate how deeply the task of solidarity runs along both dimensions at once.
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In responding to the claims of refugees, Member States and European citizens in this respect fail to see the 'refugees' they, too, are.
If realizing solidarity first entails inquiry into what is owed to one another, it also then entails scrutinizing the grounds upon which the former judgment is to be made. The method of scrutiny offered by the framework of mutual trust-with its enduring emphasis on the formal character of agreement and its derogations-remains inadequate for this kind of second order critique and self-critique. It neglects the background orientations that either inhibit critique or make it possible. These ultimately concern the nature of systemic entanglements in which we always already find ourselves: that is, the ongoing ways states affect one another's capacity to conceptualize and to affirm fundamental rights for those who encounter state power. Solidarity requires precisely this willingness to unsettle the terms upon which we 'already are'.
V. SOLIDARITY AS FALLIBILISM AND RESPONSIVENESS: THE STRUCTURAL POSSIBILITIES OF THE PARTICULAR CASE
If the demands of legal solidarity cannot be captured adequately by recourse to the formalism of rule-following, what does this mean for the ways post-national solidarity might yet overcome the ideology of sovereignty as the orientation toward 'mastery' or control'? An essential lesson of the above dilemmas of mutual trust seems first to be that post-national solidarity requires a specific sensitivity: toward how the nature and structure of coercion are relational, systemic, and changing. In this regard, such sensitivity must track how perceived inadequacies in another's law might always reflect inadequacies in one's own law and how systemic failings structure one's capacities and freedom. Such an orientation is a critical component for solidarity among peoples precisely because sensitivity to such processes complicates and resists the aspiration simply to act either on the formal presumption either of or on the basis of one's own prerogative.
On this view, solidarity as a mode of legal integration cannot simply affirm a kind of loyalty codified by respect for the abstract rules of EU law. Instead, post-national solidarity-precisely as this dialectical, systemic critique-requires a certain kind of legal responsibility that reflects (a) terms of mutual dependency and mutual 23 responsibility, and-just as importantly-(b) a dynamic responsiveness to how such responsibility evolves outside of one's control and thus requires critical re-interpretation over time. This second element has thus far been neglected in the cases above. But it forms a crucial basis for understanding the constitutional character of solidarity as a form of responsibility for the ongoing decisions one is able to take and the grounds on which one takes them. Moreno-Lax's application of Article 80 to the demands of the CEAS is relatively clear in its normative obligations; it creates a new framework for the equitable sharing of the burdens of asylum processing and for upholding fundamental rights standards. But it remains insufficient in the following respect: the assessment both of what it means to 'share' burdens and to uphold fundamental rights is, as we have seen, a deeply contested, evolving affair. It therefore implicates processes of judgment and questions of how one understands and interprets one's normative obligations. The appeal to 'fairness' as a moral category cannot presume, on its own, to resolve either underlying conflicts of interpretation or, with Markell, the underlying orientations toward 'mastery' and efforts to isolate oneself from vulnerability that endure-even as states might come to agreements that go beyond narrow national self-interest. The structural imbalances, in other words, remain; and solidarity must aspire to more than a new formal rule determining the equitable distribution of asylum seekers.
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If solidarity as 'double fairness' appears too positivistic to inform European constitutional politics, let me explore a complementary, though distinct formulation. We might instead see solidarity as a principle in the meaning of Herman Heller's 'fundamental ethical principles of law', which provide 'the doorway through which positively valued social reality daily makes its way into the normativity of the state'. 106 Such principles, as David Dyzenhaus has explained, are 'suprapositive in the sense of being beyond positive law, [b]ut they are not supracultural-they are principles which formulate the values embedded in our cultural practices which the Rechtsstaat institutionalizes'.
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Post-national solidarity would assume a particular meaning, with emphasis on the manner in which a community accepts the heterogeneity and differentiation of its world, how it approaches that world in the spirit of shared commitment. I mean this in two ways.
(1) Solidarity describes cohesion with a view of its conditioning limit and with the consciousness that this limit is itself a contested site of politics. The boundaryline is the foundation but also always the contingent result of (unpredictable) political action. 108 (2) In addition
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Here the notion of fallibilism again gains purchase. If the new standard of formal recognition demanded that mutual trust also inquire whether fundamental rights are systematically protected, fallibilism scrutinizes the manner in which that scrutiny is conducted and the manner in which the presumption to mutual trust may be overturned. A key question in this regard for courts has been whether to grant individualized review of the case beyond merely the 'wholesale' approach sanctioned by the standard of 'systemic deficiencies'. Understanding the case in light of fallibilism and responsiveness militates in favor of recentering individual claims in a particular way-understanding the individual case to have bearing on not merely the state of fundamental protection abroad but about the state of the European Union as a whole and about its own normative standards by which such protection can responsibly be judged.
Fallibilism redefines what mutual trust as a process of engagement-that balance between agreement and forbearance-aims to accomplish. To center the case as an occasion to learn means must one must sustain a particular dialogue with overarching ambitions and sensitivities. It alters the posture of adjudication to reflect the finitude and partiality of one's existing principles and to tender new interpretations of them in light of a particular case. The rebuttal of mutual trust is here viewed not as merely a possibility to disconfirm something 'there', but rather an opportunity to inquire more deeply about what might be there. It becomes a powerful and individualized way to press fellow Member States to better respect the rights of asylum seekers, in ways that are not always clear before they have been subject to careful adjudication; and concurrently to realize the need for reliable structures of responsibility-sharing among states in the Dublin system.
This fallibilist approach entails the shift, then, from a 'wholesale' to a 'retail' method of inquiry. And we see, in fact, the European judiciary responding to such need in its most recent case law in the field of asylum. In Tarakhel v Switzerland, the European Court of Human Rights departed from its MSS 'systemic deficiencies' standard and required that Swiss authorities obtain 'individual guarantees […] that the applicants would be taken charge of in a manner adapted to the age of the children and that the family would be kept together'.
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The decision was guided in part by sensitivity to the specific vulnerabilities of the applicants, understood in light of the kind of treatment they might likely face if not afforded a stricter non-refoulement review of their pending transfer. The Court here responded to two dimensions of rights protection: the first, the particular position of the individuals involved and their vulnerability; and the second, the particular 'patchwork' of rules that asylum-seekers factually encounter in the European legal space, in this instance prompted by Switzerland's status as a non-EU Member State.
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The CJEU soon followed suit in the case CK and others v Slovenia, which mandated that Slovenian authorities assess the risk to which a woman affected by mental disease would likely be exposed both during and after her prospective transfer to Croatia, despite no apparent structural inadequacy of the latter's asylum system. 126 The judgment in CK is especially notable for the direction in which its interpretation of legal principle runs. The Court places added responsibility to the discretionary 'sovereignty' clause Dublin III's Art 17, para 1 by offering an expansive reading of the prior NS/ME criteria found in Art 3, para 2. And it does so in light of the challenges asylum seekers face in the particular case at hand. It affirms that responsibilities attending a state's discretionary judgment must thereby remain open. States must be responsive to assessing the factual potential for concrete applicants to secure realization of their fundamental rights, the meaning of which will depend upon their particularized level of needed care.
This individualized review thereby reflects the positive inflection of fallibilism as an understanding of what it means to adjudicate the meaning and scope of rights as such. The context of the particular case does not merely tender the semantic material from which normative claims are made; it is constitutive of this normativity, for only by inquiring into the claims to particular harm can we understand the normative meaning of rights with determinacy. Otherwise, they would express norms too abstract to teach us much about what to do politically. The right that is to be protected 'lives' only in a sequence of such determinations.
This form of judicial review asks the Court to peer more deeply into the particularities of how fellow jurisdictions implement principles and policy-as concrete individuals engage in the concrete demands placed upon them by interwoven European asylum procedures. European asylum law here becomes much more than a set of normative expectations or, even, procedures with 'systemic' characteristics. Looking past the normative or systemic character of law requires one to understand the background conditions-whether hermeneutic understandings of principles or distributions of practical capacity-for the realization of rights in practice. And through this process one can come to understand both the normative soundness and factual adequacy of the legal standards contained in mutual recognition instruments.
Further, such dynamic formulations of what rights protection demands can then inspire the dynamic justificatory discourses in the broader public sphere. Rulings of the Court are the starting-point, not the conclusion, of renewed political deliberation over the correct balance under mutual trust, given the evolution of one's understanding of the meaning and implementation of rights. Fallibilism reflects a certain mode of 'governance' 127 under mutual trust in which courts scrutinize the always practical failures in myriad ways of rights to protect (politically under-represented) individuals or groups in particular cases-and then uses this as a basis for renewed democratic contestation over the proper bounds of policy and principle. Here, public debate evaluates national standards but also conducts comparative inquiry into fellow Member States and European law. The process begins not from first principles but instead from the particular constellations of fact and failures to protect that require one to reassess what fundamental guarantees require. This is, in the end, why both legitimacy and solidarity are so deeply interwoven with fallibilistic responsiveness.
In such a view, courts would work to disclose new possibilities through their encounters with the case that in turn would prompt (and require) a new legislative process of ethical transformation. This inter-connection between adjudication and legislation is essential to the 'learning process' of the democratic constitutional state. The case expected as a site of (positive) possibility might always disclose to us something new about the state of our world and, in turn, something in our existing norms we previously failed to see or understand. Perhaps it will illuminate those ways we fail to be sufficiently attentive to one another's needs and interests, indeed, attentive to what our own personal needs and interests might in fact be(come). Because a confrontation would thereby require something of us as citizens, the case in constitutional adjudication would also have bearing on the need for renewed discourses of justification. Constitutional adjudication would thereby represent a commitment to see the law grow democratically in the wake of the court's judgment.
Depending on how one perceives the burdens of this assessment, the fallibilistic presumption of mutual trust implicitly and potentially might always in fact give way. The principle of mutual trust, properly read in its capacity to generate solidarity through law, requires this possibility. Abiding by a principle of solidarity, the transfer state would in fact bear a burden to assess and, further, to aim to remedy the deficiencies in asylum procedures among recipient states. But this assessment cannot be understood as merely a license for withdrawal 28 and the discretionary act of national sovereignty, as before. In its responsiveness to fact, it cannot aim to react and compensate for prior deficiencies of a framework it intends simply to refine.
Solidarity's dialogue is more demanding than better inclusion into the existing set of affairs, in which national prerogatives are relatively fixed and stable. In triggering sovereign discretion, post-national solidarity also changes the expectations of who and what is sovereign in light of the interconnected causes of failure in the particular case. Sovereignty is here invoked not in the interest of defending national prerogatives in isolation, but to engage in an ongoing dialogic assessment of the meaning of fundamental rights that activate the need for this discretion. This kind of responsiveness cannot reduce to formal criteria because it responds to conditions that are always changing-just as the realization of rights always demands we attend to new meanings of those rights and new constellations of facts that impede their realization. These are conditions over which we cannot presume to exercise control. And in this space, the renewed dynamic balance of agreement and forbearance in mutual trust again finds its place.
Assessing the fairness of such balance-whether it abides by the fair sharing of responsibilities among states or does enough to protect rights of asylum seekers-is predicated upon responsiveness to an unpredictable evolution of factual situations. These not only continually unsettle our confidence that fairness has been achieved but, more deeply and importantly, also our understanding of what fairness as a principle means and might yet mean. For this reason, in the context of ongoing reforms to the Dublin system, the appeal by Visegrad states for a highly discretionary mechanism of 'flexible, effective solidarity' is manifestly inadequate.
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But unsatisfactory, too, are frameworks for emergency relocation measures, increased European financial contributions, and European Asylum Support Office assistance. 129 Both cases take far too granted the underlying distributions of state responsibility and think hardly at all about the need for new structural arrangements prompted by new interpretations of rights-interpretations that would reach to the heart of the EU's carrier sanctions regime and requirements of its humanitarian visa obligations, to take two examples. 130 A solidaristic approach cannot reduce merely to improving the 'effectiveness' of existing schemes of protection; it must also reflect a deliberative structure that questions precisely the background presumptions about what 'effective protection' means as a legal and practical matter in the world.
Such an approach, of course, is not limited the context of asylum. And, indeed, the CJEU has applied the individualized nature of judicial review also to mutual trust cooperation in criminal matters under the AFSJ. In Aranyosi, the adequacy of prison conditions in Hungary and Romania prompted concern for violations of the prohibition of torture and other inhuman, degrading treatment, and the Court on that basis accepted exceptional limitations to the lawfulness of European Arrest Warrant extraditions. 131 The Court there developed a two-prong test to ascertain whether fundamental rights are compromised: first, an assessment of the general operational adequacy of the justice system in the issuing state and the 'real risk' of breach of fundamental rights; and second, a specific, individualized assessment of that risk to the individual in the case at hand.
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Instead, the work here is forward-looking and remains responsive to the evolving facts of the case, including the prospective response of Polish institutions-both an aggressive executive but also an embattled and possibly cooperative Polish judiciary. In carefully reasoning through what might yet happen, the German court is able to disaggregate Polish state power and to scrutinize the Polish executive's potential intrusion into the legal process while instructing German authorities to concretely support the procedures of Polish courts. This ongoing responsiveness results in a willingness to press the boundaries of state responsibility and to creatively imagine how ongoing dialogue unpredictably shapes the meaning of legal obligation.
One can imagine a similar process triggered from one Member State to another in light of failures in asylum reception and processing, precisely to understand more carefully when the invocation of the sovereignty clause is in fact mandated and recognition cannot be granted. This time, the act would not be unilateral de-recognition (without transfer), but also inquiry into the nature and cause of the failure to protect rights. In this light, the requirement under EU law to invoke the sovereign discretion clause would be based not merely on the attribution of failure but also willingness to understand how that failure is also already a failure of collective responsibility with causes that implicate, too, the broader structural features of the European system, to which the transferring state has consented and for which it bears its share of liability. Here, fault would not be attributed merely to the receiving state but to the involvement or lack thereof of fellow Member States, as well.
A process like this gets us a good deal closer to understanding how solidarity can be a product of law and of legal relationships in a deeply plural European society. In the course of this dialogue, legality secures not merely rule-following but a discursive practice of solidarity: in Max Steinbeis's lovely phrase, 'a practice of transnational judicial taking care of each other'. 141 Taking care of one another means inviting mutual surprise and mutual learning-and thus to care for the conditions of this learning. To accept that one's involvement with another might prompt unexpected obligations, obligations which might set one, equally unexpectedly, adrift from the settled presumptions and insular orientations of one's own law. Insofar as one is beholden to others as they are similarly beholden in return, one becomes aware of the 'refugee' one is. And if solidarity is the product of law understood to be inflected by the positive possibility of creative renewal, then solidarity does not merely integrate what already is recognized. It becomes creative, transformative-modulating what is into what might yet be. The refugee, of course, by virtue of her displacement and exclusion, cannot hope merely to sustain what already is; she must hope to find political community anew.
